Variety Show
Researchers trying to decipher the links between DNA and disease have a new edge—a way to precisely measure extreme copy number variation. MORE »

New Blood for TB Treatment
Researchers show angiogenesis drugs used in cancer could improve TB treatment. MORE »

Window of Vulnerability
For some non-small cell lung cancers that are resistant to chemotherapy, help may be on the horizon from an existing drug. MORE »

Featured Events
- **02.02.15** The Doctor Is Out: A conversation with Mark Schuster on being a gay physician at Harvard. Building C, Cannon Rm., 12:30 p.m.
- **02.06.15** Health Equity and Leadership Conference: Challenging racial injustice through community health. TMEC, noon.
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Limitation of Statutes
A perspective piece reviews regulations that aim to prevent genetic discrimination and raises questions for the future of genomic medicine.
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